
Legility Litigation Associates Program

Litigation Associates Program
On-demand lawyers. Cost savings.

Legility’s Litigation Associates 
Program provides on-demand 
lawyers to manage litigation 
efficiently and cost-effectively.
Companies are increasingly choosing to settle their 
disputes rather than fight them all the way to trial. They 
are also disaggregating their litigation work, sending some 
of the work to third-party outsourcing firms and keeping 
more work in-house, all in an effort to manage litigation as 
efficiently and cost-effectively as possible.

Legility offers an innovative program unique in the legal 
industry to help our clients meet these needs. Our Litigation 
Associates Program provides on-demand lawyers and 
legal professionals who do work that has typically been 
performed by law firm associates at all levels – but they 
do that work on an interim basis, whether it is short- or 
long-term, without the overhead costs of full-time staff or a 
traditional law firm.

The Complexity of the Traditional Litigation Team

Litigation is made up of many different tasks from strategy 
all the way to keeping a calendar so that deadlines are not 
missed. Traditionally, all of these tasks were simply farmed 
out carte blanche to a law firm which gave in-house  
lawyers little ability to ensure that work was being  
completed by the most cost-effective firm resource. And 
this led to high prices and “gotcha” billing moments.

Our litigation associates 
have experience ranging in 
all industries including:

• Financial Services

• Healthcare

• Manufacturing

• Pharmaceutical

• Oil and Gas
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Legility Litigation Associates Program

Let’s change the business of legal together.

legility.com   |  +1.888.LEGILITY (+1.888.534.4548)

Legility’s New Law Litigation Team

When handling litigation, today’s in house counsel must 
confront two central questions as they staff the case 
and justify the resources needed:

“Who can most expediently and efficiently do this 
work?” 
“What is the most cost-effective way to get the task 
done?”

We unlock potential for our clients by, for the first time, 
offering experienced in-house and law firm talent on an 
interim basis. We coordinate closely with in-house and 
outside counsel to provide resources at any or every 
phase of a case:

•   Initial intake and document holds

•   Fact development

•   Document collection and employee interviews

•   Discovery requests and responses

•   Deposition preparation

•   Expert discovery assistance

•   Trial preparation and second chair duties

Our Litigation Associates Program starts with a  
custom-tailored process and management workflow 
based on the litigation staffing needs of any in-
house legal department or law firms. With senior 
lawyers ranging in experience from 10-15 years and 
junior lawyers ranging in experience from 5-7 years, 
the litigation team we offer is scalable, versatile and 
knowledgeable. Most importantly, we offer this talent at 
rates that allow our clients to meet their budgets, as well 
as the ability to track and report key metrics, enabling 
them to make better business decisions.

Legility is the independent,  
global new law company. 

We’re here to do the best legal 
work of our lives alongside our 
innovator clients.

We deliver transformative legal 
solutions that build business 
value and set our clients apart. 
Our global network comprises 
20+ offices & 1500 people, 
and our legal operations work 
spans every industry and 
practice area. We have world-
class data, strategy, and talent 
operations. But everyone and 
everything is driven by our 
core values: 

• Do the Right Thing

• Fabled Service

• Diversity is in our DNA

• Passion for Innovation
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